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Abstract

HRM is a field of management practice and HRM academics ought to be concerned with how to be relevant to it. The question is how to place this valid concern on a credible intellectual footing, one that avoids uncritical ‘best-practicism’ and that both academics and practitioners can respect for its rigorous use of evidence and development of good theory. This seminar argues that teaching, research and professional practice in HRM all benefit from an analytical approach, one which privileges descriptive research and theoretical explanation over normative prescription. Analytical HRM draws on a range of relevant intellectual traditions and methodological tools to identify what managers try to do in HRM, to understand why they seek to do it, to uncover how their interactions with employees unfold, and to evaluate who benefits from the process. As such, it offers a more credible basis for the development of theory which can improve organisational effectiveness and enhance societal well-being.
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